Carnegie Stages [1]


Historically the exact age of human embryo specimens has long perplexed embryologists. With the menstrual history of the mother often unknown or not exact, and the premenstrual and postmenstrual phases varying considerably among women, age sometimes came down to a best guess based on the weight and size of the embryo. Wilhelm His [5] was one of the first to write comparative descriptions of human embryos in the late 1800s. Soon afterward, Franklin P. Mall, the first director of the Carnegie Institution of Washington’s (CIW) Department of Embryology, expanded upon His’ work. Mall’s first efforts were to place embryos into stages based on menstrual ages and body length. This method ran into problems, however, when it became apparent that obtaining menstrual ages was often impossible or simply too inaccurate even if the information could be obtained from the women who carried the embryos. Mall decided instead to look for patterns among embryos to come up with some type of staging system whereby embryo age could be more accurately determined.

The Department of Embryology received embryos in a fixative of 10% formalin. Technicians usually allowed the specimens to sit unmeasured for two weeks. This helped standardize any shrinkage that may have taken place. Then, using calipers, they measured the greatest length (GL) of the embryo, with no attempt to straighten it. This measurement is most useful in determining embryo stages 1 to 12. Other measurements taken by technicians included crown-rump (C-R) and foot length, especially if the embryo was damaged. After measurements were taken and external morphology [6] recorded, the embryos were photographed, embedded in paraffin, and serially sectioned with a microtome [7]. Microscopy revealed the presence of a wide range of internal organs. This data, combined with embryo length and external features, determined the stage of the embryo. By adhering to consistent technical procedures, Mall arranged 266 embryos, ranging from 2 to 25 mm in length, into fourteen stages.

Mall’s successor as director of the Embryology Department was George L. Streeter. Streeter continued the embryo-staging work and concentrated on describing 704 embryos ranging from 5.5 to 32 mm in length. Even after Streeter retired from the directorship he continued to put full energy into updating Mall’s work. Streeter disliked the term “stage,” thinking it too precise a term to associate with embryo age. He opted for putting embryos into horizons, a geological term that implicated levels of age and structural organization [8]. In 1942 Streeter published his work in a Carnegie monograph [9], describing twelve embryo horizons and key characteristics of each one:

- Horizon I one-celled stage
- Horizon II segmenting cell
- Horizon III free blastocyst [10]
- Horizon IV implanting ovum [11]
- Horizon V ovum implanted, but still avillous
- Horizon VI
primitive villi, distinct yolk sac
Horizon VII branching villi, axis of germ disk defined
Horizon VIII Hensen’s node, primitive groove
Horizon IX neural folds, elongated notochord
Horizon X early somites present
Horizon XI 13 to 20 paired somites
Horizon XII 21 to 29 paired somites

In 1945 Streeter published descriptions of horizons XIII and XIV. Horizons XV, XVI, XVII, and XVIII were described later in 1948. Streeter ended the horizons at XXIII, the period just prior to marrow formation in the embryo humerus. Streeter was working on Horizons XIX and XXIII when he unexpectedly died in 1948. This work was completed by Chester H. Heuser and George W. Corner in 1951.

When Ronan O’Rahilly took over the Carnegie collection in the early 1970s he reverted to using the term ?stages? rather than Streeter’s ?horizons.? O’Rahilly completed the complicated task of embryo staging by defining the elusive stages 1?9 in 1973. Most of the specimens that O’Rahilly studied for this work had been given to the Department of Embryology by Arthur Hertig and John Rock. Their collection of early embryos taken from women in the Free Hospital for Women in Boston began in the late 1930s and ended in the 1950s.

The entire staging work was expanded, updated, and completed by O’Rahilly and presented in a catalog of Carnegie Stages, complete with descriptions and illustrations. This was published by the CIW as Publication 637 in 1987. It remains the standard for developmental stages in human embryos. Originally, drawings for Stages 1?9 were done by illustrators in the Department of Art as Applied to Medicine at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine under the direction of Ranice D. Crosby. Most of the drawings for Stages 10?23 were drawn by James F. Didusch of the CIW Department of Embryology. These were later accompanied by photomicrographs taken by Raymond F. Gasser in 1975. Presently, the developmental stages as outlined in the 1987 monograph have been left relatively unmodified.
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